Explosive Violence: August 2020

Total recorded deaths and injuries (595 killed and 769 injured)

Total countries affected in August 2020: 19

Top five worst affected countries by reported explosive violence

- Afghanistan: 353 civilians, 181 armed actors
- Syria: 118 civilians, 161 armed actors
- Pakistan: 112 civilians, 11 armed actors
- Somalia: 81 civilians, 43 armed actors
- Philippines: 54 civilians, 37 armed actors

Deaths and injuries in areas reported as populated

- 138 - or 15% armed actors
- 768 - or 85% civilians

Deaths and injuries in areas not reported as populated

- 90 - or 20% civilians
- 368 - or 80% armed actors

Data from Action on Armed Violence’s monitor of explosive violence as reported in English-language media.
For more please go to www.aoav.org.uk